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A b stract 
 A  new constitutive model for fibre reinforced cementitious composites based on 
micromechanical solutions is proposed. The model employs a two-phase composite based on the 
Eshelby matrix-inclusion solution and the M ori-Tanaka homogenization scheme and also simulates 
directional microcracking. A n exterior point Eshelby based criterion is employed to model crack-
initiation in the matrix-inclusion interface. M icrocrack surfaces are assumed to be rough and ab le 
to regain contact under both normal and shear displacements. Fibres are included into the 
formulation in both cracked and uncracked conditions. Once cracks start to develop, the crack-
bridging action of fibres is simulated using a local constitutive equation that accounts for the 
debonding and pul-out of fibre groups with different orientations. It is shown that the combination 
of the rough microcrack and fibre-bridging sub-models alows microcracking behaviour deriving 
from both tensile and compressive loads to be modeled in a unified manner. This ability to model 
tensile and compressive behaviour using the same micromechanical mechanisms is considered to 
be a particularly attractive feature of the formulation, which removes the need for multi-parameter 
triaxial yield surfaces and evolution functions that bedevil many competitor models. The model is 
successfuly validated using a series of examples based on experimental test data.  
 
1. Introduction 
Over recent decades there has been much research on fibre-reinforced cementitious composites 
(FRC C s) in order to overcome the main deficiencies of plain concrete, i.e. low tensile strength, low 
resistance to cracking and relatively brittle behaviour. Today these materials range from 
conventional fibre-reinforced concrete (FRC ), with enhanced toughness and ductility, to high and 
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ultra high performance fibre-reinforced cementitious composites (H P FRC C  and U H FRC C ) that 
exhibit ductile strain-hardening tensile behaviour (Li, 1998; Li, 2003; Naaman, 2011). 
In paralel with the development of new FRC  materials, and associated experimental 
investigations, there have also been considerable efforts to develop models to simulate their 
mechanical behaviour. Early attempts at modeling the constitutive behaviour of FRC  focused mainly 
on specific loading conditions, e.g. uniaxial tension (L im et al, 1987; Kulaa, 1994; Lange-Kornback 
and Karihaloo, 1997; L i and Li, 2001) and uniaxial compression (Soroushian and L ee, 1989; Ezeldin 
and B alaguru, 1992; B arros and Figueiras, 1999; Nataraja et al, 1999). Several macroscopic models 
have been proposed that consider more general stress states. These often originate from models 
for plain concrete that have been modified or extended to describe FRC  behaviour and tend to make 
use of continuum damage and/or plasticity theories with an additional component that addresses 
the crack-bridging effect of fibres (P eng and M eyer, 2000; Luccioni et al, 2012; H ameed et al, 2013). 
The series of microplane models for plain concrete, developed since the mid 80s by B ažant and co-
workers, and others, has been extended for the case of fibre reinforced concrete by B eghini et al. 
(2007), and C aner et al. (2013). These investigators have included the effect of fibres bridging an 
open crack by coupling a softening constitutive function for the concrete matrix with a cohesive 
relationship (Kholmyansky, 2002) that simulates the load resistance of the steel fibres. These models 
often make use of complex surfaces and evolution functions, usualy obtained by fitting 
experimental data. They also require multiple parameters which can vary significantly when 
calibrating them using data from different experiments, yet have a strong influence on the predicted 
behaviour. 
A lternatively, models folowing a mechanics-based approach aim to capture characteristic 
mechanical behaviour by simulating simple physical mechanisms at the micro or meso-scale. This 
approach has been applied successfuly to modeling the mechanical behaviour of various 
particulate materials such as metal-matrix composites (Ju and Lee, 2000 and 2001; Ju and Sun, 2001; 
Sun and Ju, 2001; C haboche et al, 2001), shape memory aloys (B oyd and Lagoudas, 1996) polymeric 
and rubber particulate composites (Ravichandran and Liu, 1995) and also geomaterials such as 
concrete, ceramics and rocks (Ju and L ee, 1991; Lee and Ju, 1991; Gambarotta, 2004; P ensée et al, 
2002; P ensée and Kondo, 2003; A bou-C hakra Guéry et al, 2008; Zhu et al., 2008 and 2009; Jefferson 
and B ennett, 2007 and 2010; M ihai and Jefferson, 2011, Zhu and Shao, 2015; Zhu et al., 2016). 
M icromechanics based models have also been proposed to simulate time dependent processes in 
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cement bound materials such as hydration and early age properties (B ernard et al., 2003; P ichler 
and H elmich, 2011; P ichler et al., 2013 ), creep (P ichler and Lackner, 2008) and shrinkage (P ichler 
et al., 2007; Davies and Jefferson, 2015). 
The b ehaviour of cementitious composites reinforced with randomly distributed and oriented 
discontinuous fibres is largely governed by fibre pul-out. This may or may not be accompanied by 
fibre rupture, depending on the fibre geometry and fibre-cement matrix interface properties (L i et 
al., 1991; L i, 1992). W hen a crack opens, the fibres crossing it begin to debond and are subsequently 
puled out. In this process, they can be considered to apply closure tractions to the crack faces thus 
stabilising the crack growth. V ia these crack-bridging mechanisms, the fibres continue to transfer 
stresses between the two crack faces until they are completely puled out. The key factors that 
influence the crack-bridging effect of fibres and ultimately the overal behaviour of FRC , particularly 
in the post-cracking stage, are the bond between the fibres and the cementitious matrix and the 
behaviour of this interface (W ei et al., 1986; M andel et al., 1987; Naaman et al., 1991b) as wel as 
the dispersion and orientation of fibres (Ferrara et al., 2008; B olander et al., 2008). For conventional 
fibre reinforced cementitious composites, that have volume fractions of typicaly up to 2%, the 
uniaxial tensile and compressive strengths are only moderately increased; however, the overal 
toughness and energy ab sorption capabilities can be increased considerably. H igh performance and 
ultra high performance fibre reinforced cementitious composites with increased fibre content (over 
2% by volume, typicaly 6-10%) and carefuly engineered cementitious matrices have been 
developed in more recent years, that have overal superior mechanical properties and dramaticaly 
improved behaviour (H abel et al., 2006).  
Several models that describe the debonding and pul-out of randomly distributed and oriented 
short fibres from a cementitious matrix have been proposed (Stang et al., 1990; Li et al., 1991; Li, 
1992; Naaman et al., 1991a,b; Lin and L i, 1997). Stang et al. (1990) derived a solution for the problem 
of an elastic fibre embedded in a rigid matrix assuming that debonding has started and an interfacial 
crack has developed along part of the fibre-matrix interface. Two criteria for the propagation of 
debonding were proposed and evaluated; a stress-based and an energy based criterion respectively. 
Naaman et al. (1991a,b) proposed an analytical model that describes the whole pul-out process of 
a single fibre aligned with the pul-out force, assuming a linear-elastic – constant frictional bond-slip 
relationship. Li and co-workers (Li et al., 1991; Li, 1992; L in and Li, 1997) proposed a series of 
micromechanics based crack-bridging models that describe the debonding and pul-out of fibres 
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crossing a crack. The distribution and orientation of fibres relative to the crack-plane was taken into 
account via probability density functions and closed form solutions were derived for 3-D uniform 
random distributions and orientation of fibres. In these contributions, a number of assumptions 
were considered for the fibre-matrix bond model, including constant interface shear stress (L i, 
1992), slip-weakening (Li et al., 1991) and slip-hardening behaviour (Li et al., 1991; Lin and Li, 1997). 
Zhan and M eschke (2014) addressed the pul-out behaviour of steel hooked-end fibres with an 
analytical model in which the anchorage effects induced by the hooks are evaluated at key pul-out 
stages that depend on the hook geometry. A t each of these key stages the resulting anchorage force 
was determined from equilibrium of forces and moments, taking into account the damage of 
concrete and the yielding of steel. 
M icromechanics based models describing the crack-bridging action of fibres have also been 
employed in the material design of fibre reinforced cementitious composites. In the case of EC C , 
micromechanics principles provided a framework for microstructure tailoring and material 
optimization in which the material microstructure and associated microparameters that control the 
behaviour could be identified and subsequently adjusted to obtain desired macroscopic properties 
and failure behaviour (Li, 1998; Li, 2003). Folowing this micromechanics based material design 
theory, Li and co-workers developed a high performance fibre reinforced cementitious composite 
material which requires only relatively low fibre volume fractions (up to 2%) but which exhibits 
extensive strain-hardening, has increased strain capacity (up to 6%) and a tensile strength of around 
65 M P a (Li, 1998). 
Karihaloo and co-workers developed a series of micromechanics based models in which doubly 
periodic arrays of aligned penny-shaped cracks within an elastic solid are bridged by fibres 
(Karihaloo et al, 1996; Karihaloo and W ang, 2000). Kabele (2003) proposed a constitutive model to 
capture the strain-hardening behaviour of EC C  in which a relationship between overal stresses and 
overal strains was derived for a solid Representative V olume Element (RV E) intersected by two 
mutualy perpendicular sets of cracks bridged by fibres. A  principal stress criterion governs the 
initiation of the two sets of cracks that can undergo opening and sliding displacements. The opening 
and sliding displacements are related to normal and shear tractions through a fibre-bridging crack-
plane model that describes the debonding and pul-out of fibres with 3D random distributions and 
orientations. This model was later applied in a sequential multiscale framework (Kabele, 2007) for 
modeling the behaviour of EC C  in order to describe the overal constitutive relationship of an RV E 
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containing multiple cracks at a mesoscale level. In the approach proposed by Kabele (2007), four 
relevant length scales were identified; a macroscale – given by the size of structural elements, 
mesoscale II – associated with RV Es containing multiple distributed cracks, mesoscale I – associated 
with the bridging action of fibres across a crack and a microscale – at which the dominant 
mechanisms are the propagation of cracks from preexisting defects fibre pul-out. A nalytical or 
numerical models were established for each of these length scales and spatial averaging was used 
to provide the link between consecutive scales. The benefit of such an approach is that the fracture 
behaviour of the composite can be captured across al these relevant length scales.   
Similar benefits are provided by discrete models that simulate explicitly the different phases of 
the composite (i.e. cementitious matrix, aggregate particles, fibres and their interfaces) and the 
interaction between them (B olander and Saito, 1997; B olander et al., 2008; Radtke et al., 2010; 
C unha et al., 2012; Schauffert and C usatis, 2012; Schauffert et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2014). The key 
objective of this class of models is the accurate description of the complex micro and meso-structure 
of fibre reinforced composites and capturing in great detail the dominant physical mechanisms that 
govern their macroscopic behaviour. W hile the high computational cost of such models is stil a 
major hindrance to them being extensively applied in the analysis of large scale structural elements, 
they are very useful for enhancing our understanding of the mechanisms that govern FRC  behaviour. 
M oreover, they can be a valuable tool for the design and development of high performance 
composites. 
A  rather different approach was more recently adopted by Oliver et al. (2012) who proposed a 
micromorphic model that describes the FRC  as a combination of three constitutive domains: the 
concrete matrix, the fibres and the fibre-matrix interface. The model is formulated in the general 
framework of multifield theory and uses a morphological kinematic descriptor that directly 
characterizes the fibre-matrix bond slip mechanism. M icromorphic models can be generaly classed 
as macroscopic models but enhanced with information coming from particle interactions occurring 
at lower scales. 
The model proposed in this work builds on a series of micromechanical constitutive models for 
plain concrete proposed by Jefferson and B ennett (2007, 2010) and M ihai and Jefferson (2011). The 
present work, aimed at developing a micromechanical model for FRC , represents a major 
development of these previous models. A  particular advantage of the proposed formulation is that 
microcracking arising from both tensile and compressive loads is treated in a unified fashion.  This 
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means that the model does not need adhoc yield and evolution functions to deal with compressive 
behaviour, which is in contrast to many other multi-axial models for FRC .   
The components of the micromechanical constitutive model which employs B udiansky and 
O’C onnel’s (1976) solution for an elastic solid containing penny-shaped microcracks, the Eshelby 
matrix-inclusion solution (Eshelby, 1957) and which features a microcrack initiation criterion based 
on the exterior point Eshelby solution as wel as a rough crack contact component that accounts for 
the recovery of stiffness when microcrack surfaces regain contact is summarised in Section 2. The 
influence of fibres is also addressed in Section 2 in a crack-plane constitutive relationship making 
use of the crack-bridging stress of L in and Li (1997). Numerical predictions from single-point 
simulations of experimental tests in uniaxial tension, uniaxial and compression are presented in 
Section 3. 
 
2. C onstitutive model 
2.1. Overal framework 
The present formulation builds on a model for plain concrete previously proposed by the authors 
(M ihai and Jefferson, 2011) which has been extended to address the behaviour of concrete 
reinforced with randomly distributed short fibres.  
The main concepts of the constitutive model are presented in Figure 1. Fibre reinforced concrete 
is modeled as a two-phase solid material that comprises series of circular cracks which can form in 
various orientations, defined by ψ and θ (Figure 2). It is assumed that the effect of each series of 
cracks with the same orientation is equivalent to that of a thin band of material containing these 
cumulated microcracks (Figure 1b) and, as damage progresses, they can coalesce and form macro-
cracks. In this work, the mid-plane of the thin band is referred to as a ‘crack-plane’. Furthermore, in 
each direction, the corresponding crack-plane is crossed by discontinuous fibres, the distribution of 
which is governed by two probability density functions: the first describing the orientation of the 
fibres relative to the crack-plane and the other describing the embedment lengths either side of the 
crack. The model also assumes that cracks have rough surfaces that can regain contact.  
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Figure 1. a) M odel concepts. b ) Schematic representation of the crack-plane 
 
 
Figure 2. Local coordinate system 
 
 
The overal constitutive equation takes the folowing form: 
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in which σ  and ε  are the average or far-field stress and stress tensors respectively, G  is the 
homogenized elasticity tensor of the two-phase composite and ε α  is the added strain tensor from a 
series of microcracks with the same orientation, written in local coordinates. Nε  is a strain 
transformation tensor such that xyz rsP
:
e
=ε N ε , where ε xyz Mnd ε rsP represent strain tensors in 
C artesian and local coordinates respectively.  
Once cracks form in a certain direction, stresses are transferred across the corresponding crack-
plane via: (i) undamaged material, (ii) rough crack contact or aggregate interlock and (iii) debonding 
and pul-out of fibres crossing the crack. The model accounts for these load transfer mechanisms 
through a crack-plane constitutive relation which takes the folowing generic form: 
I I u I c I f
=  σ σ σ σ          (2) 
in which:  
Iu u I I
Ic d I c I I
If d f I
:
( ) :
( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )d d
z
O
= O
=O Ψ V P p p z z

   
=


σ G ε
σ G F ε ε
σ ε n
  
and where σ I, ε I and GI are respectively the stress, strain and elasticity tensors on the crack-plane, 
expressed in the local coordinate system defined by [r(ψ,θ) s(ψ,θ) P(ψ,θ); subscript ‘L ’ denotes local 
or crack-plane quantities and F c is a contact tensor. Ψ(Vf) represents the number of fibres crossing 
a unit crack-plane area, P  is a fibre pul-out force and n is a unit vector along the fibre longitudinal 
axis. p(φ) is a probability density function of the fibre orientation angle relative to the crack-plane 
and p(z) is a probability density function fibre embedment lengths. Ou and Od are the proportions of 
undamaged and cracked material on a particular crack-plane, noting that Ou   Od = 1B  
The main components of the model, each of them corresponding to a mechanism, are as folows: 
1. Two-phase composite. C oncrete is modeled as a two-phase composite that comprises a 
matrix phase (m) and spherical inclusions (Ω) representing the mortar and the coarse 
aggregate particles respectively. 
2. Directional microcracking. C ircular microcracks with various orientations are distrib uted 
throughout the composite. For any given orientation, the density of the microcracks is 
interpreted as a (directional) damage parameter and the initiation of cracking is based on a 
crack initiation criterion described at point 3. 
Stress transferred on cracks that regain contact  
 
Stress carried b y undamaged material 
Stress transferred by fib res crossing the crack 
 
E 
 
3. C rack initiation. Damage or cracking in each direction is initiated according to a local principal 
stress criterion based on an exterior point Eshelby stress distribution. In this work the term 
‘local’ refers to the orientation/direction under consideration. 
4. Rough crack contact. The crack faces are assumed to have rough surfaces that can regain 
contact under normal and shear movement. 
5. C rack-bridging action of fibres. A s a crack opens, the randomly distributed short fibres that 
cross the crack-plane undergo debonding and start to pul out from the concrete matrix and 
during this process they apply closing tractions on the crack faces thus restricting the opening.  
 
2.1. Two-phase composite. Eshelby solution for a spherical inhomogeneity and M ori-Tanaka 
homogenization. 
  
The homogenised elasticity tensor G  (given in Equation 1) is obtained from the elastic properties 
and the volume fractions of the two phases using the classic Eshelby solution for an elipsoidal 
inclusion embedded in an isotropic infinite elastic matrix (Eshelby, 1957) and the M ori-Tanaka 
averaging method for a non-dilute distribution of inclusions (M ura, 1987): 
( ) ( )
1
4s
m m m
f f f f
-
J J J J J
=    G G G T H T        (3) 
in which Gm and GΩ  represent the elasticity tensors of the matrix and the inhomogeneity phase 
respectively, fm and fΩ  are the volume fractions of the two phases with fm + fΩ  = 1, H
4s
 is the fourth 
order identity tensor and T Ω  is given by: 
( ) ( )
1
4
Ω Ω Ω m Ω m m Ω
s
-
 =   -    -
 
T H S G G S G G G       (4) 
where S Ω is the Eshelby tensor for spherical inclusions (Nemat-Nasser and H ori, 1993). 
 
2.2. M icrocracking. B udiansky and O’C onnel solution for circular microcracks. 
 
The added strains resulting from the microcracks are superimposed on the composite such that 
the constitutive equation becomes: 
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M
:( )= -σ G ε ε           (5) 
The overal added strains due to the presence of microcracks is obtained as folows (Nemat-
Nasser and H ori, 1993; B udiansky and O’C onnel 1976): 
2
2
M ε
0 0
1
( , ) : sin( )d d
2
pp
M
y  y y 
p
=  ε N ε
       (6) 
where ε α  is the added strain tensor from a dilute series of microcracks with the same orientation, 
defined in the local co-ordinates (r,s,P) of the crack (Figure 2)B ψ and θ define the orientation of the 
local coordinates of the microcracks relative to the fixed reference system, with the unit vector 
normal to the microcrack plane being r = (sinψ∙cosθ  sinψ∙sinθ  cosψ). The total added strains ε M are 
obtained in the fixed reference configuration by transforming and summing the contributions of 
microcracks from al orientations. The strain tensor from a dilute series of microcracks with the same 
orientation is: 
( , ) : ( , ) :
I c I
f
M M M
y  y = =ε F σ F σ        (7) 
in which σ I = (σ Irr σ Irs σ IrP)
T
 is the local stress tensor, f(ψ,θ) is the crack density parameter 
introduced by B udiansky and O’C onnel (1976) and F α c is the additional compliance due to the 
presence of microcracks. In this work, the term ‘local’ and subscript ‘L’ refer to quantities in the local 
co-ordinate system (r,s,t) - shown in Figure 2 - associated with each family of microcracks with the 
same orientation relative to the C artesian co-ordinate system (x1, x2, x3). 
If σ I and εα are considered in reduced vector forms ( Lσ Irr σ Irs σ IrP
T
 and = Lε α rr γα rs γα rP
T
 
respectively) containing only the components which can be non-zero, and F α c is expressed as a 
matrix relating these local vectors, then, for a dilute series of cracks , F α c takes the form (Nemat-
Naser and H ori, 1993):  
2
1 0 0
16(1- ) 4
0 0
3 2-
4
0 0
2-
m
c
m m
m
E
M
n
n
n
 
 
 
 
=  
 
 
 
  
F       (8) 
where Em and νm are the Young’s modulus and P oisson’s ratio of the matrix phase respectively. 
For each orientation the crack density parameter f(ψ,θ) characterizes the degree of cracking of 
the crack-plane associated to that direction. In Jefferson and B ennett (2007) the crack density 
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parameter of B udiansky and O’C onnel (1976) – f – was expressed in terms of a directional damage 
parameter ω(ψ,θ), which varies between 0 at no damage and 1 at complete damage, such that: 
2
3 ( , )
( , )
1 ( , )16(1 - )
R y 
y 
R y n
=
-
f  
m
        (9a) 
and 
( , )
( , ) ( , )
1 ( , )
c I
f
M M
R y 
y  y 
R y 
= =
-
F F F        (9b) 
where C L  is the local elastic compliance tensor, the equivalent matrix form of which is  
1 0 0
1 4
0 0
2-
4
0 0
2-
I
m m
m
E n
n
 
 
 
 
=  
 
 
 
  
F .     
Noting that the local stress (σ I) is related to the total stress (σ) as folows: 
( , ) ( , ) :
I
y  y =σ N σ          (10) 
where N(ψ,θ) is the stress transformation tensor, given in ful in Jefferson (2003). M aking use of 
Equations (7) and (9b) and (10), Equation (6) becomes: 
2
2
M ε
0 0
1 ( , )
( , ) : : ( , ) sin( )d d :
2 1 ( , )
I
pp R y 
y  y  y y 
p R y 
 
=   
- 
 ε N F N σ    (11) 
Introducing Equation (11) into Equation (3) and rearranging gives: 
2
1
2
4s
ε
0 0
( , )
( , ) : : ( , ) sin( )d d :
2π 1 ( , )
I
pp R y 
y  y  y y 
R y 
-
 
=     
- 
 
G
σ H N F N G ε   (12) 
 
2.3. M icrocrack initiation criterion. 
The crack initiation criterion proposed by M ihai and Jefferson (2011) is adopted in the present 
model; microcracking in each direction is assumed to initiate in a band of matrix material within the 
interfacial transition zone (ITZ), when the local principal stress in this band reaches the tensile 
strength of the interface (fPi). It is noted that the band of material is constrained such that the only 
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non-zero components of the local strain and stress tensors are the rr, rs and rP components. The 
initial damage surface, F s is given by: 
( , ) ( ) 0
s I Pi H I Pi
F f fs= - =σ σ         (13) 
The ‘exterior point Eshelby’ solution (Eshelby, 1959) is employed in evaluating the local stresses 
in the thin band of matrix material in the ITZ. This solution gives the expression of the total stress 
field outside an elipsoidal inclusion embedded in an infinite elastic matrix (Ju and Sun, 1999). The 
M ori-Tanaka homogenization scheme is applied in order to account for the interaction between 
inclusions and the total stress field in the matrix outside an inclusion is ob tained as:  
( )
1
4 4
mΩ m E M
( ) ( ) :
s s
m
f f
-
J J J
   =      -
   
σ x G H S x B T H ε ε     (14) 
in which ( )
1
1
m m
-
-
J J J
 
= -  - 
 
B S G G G . 
SE(x) is the exterior point Eshelby tensor for spherical inclusions, derived in a dimensionless form 
in Li et al. (2007) and x is the position vector relative to the centre of inclusion. In each direction, 
the local stress in the thin band within the ITZ from Equation (13) is obtained by applying the static 
constraint from Equation (10) to the expression of the total strain given by Equation (15) for a 
position x located on the matrix-inclusion boundary: 
I m m
( , , ) ( , ) : ( )y  y 
J J
=σ x N σ x          (15) 
and the local strain tensor is: 
1
Im I Im
( , , ) : ( , , )y  y 
-
J J
=ε x F σ x         (16) 
A  local damage function was subsequently derived from the local crack initiation criterion in 
Equation (13) and is given by: 
( )
2
2 2 2 2
1 1
( , )
2 2
I
I I
I Irr Irr Irs IrP
F r
z
M M
z e e e e z
 
 - 
 =    -
 
  
 
ε     (17) 
in which m
I
m
1
n
M
n
=
-
, m
I
m
1C 2
1
r
n
n
-
=
-
 and noting that the folowing loading/unloading conditions 
apply: 
0; 0; 0
ζ ζ
F Fz zT W =
 
         (18a,b,c) 
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It was shown in M ihai and Jefferson (2011) that when the composite is subjected to uniaxial 
compressive stresses, the expression of the stress field in the matrix phase outside the inclusion in 
Equation (14) captures sharp gradients and tensile stress concentrations in a lateral direction and in 
a region adjacent to a matrix-inclusion interface. In a comparative study, Davies and Jefferson (2015) 
showed a very good agreement between the exterior point Eshelby solution and a finite element 
solution of a matrix domain with a finite set of inclusions. The two-phase composite description of 
the material combined with the exterior point Eshebly crack initiation criterion alows the model to 
simulate compressive splitting cracks naturaly.  
Once damage is initiated in a certain direction, the evolution of the damage parameter is based 
on a standard exponential tensile softening function given by: 
Pm
0 PmPm
1
1
c
e
z e
e ee
R
z
-
-
-
= -           (19) 
where ε Pm is the matrix strain at first damage, given by 
Pm Pi m
f Ee = and ε 0 = u0CO, where u0 is the 
relative displacement at the effective end of the uniaxial tensile softening curve; c1 (=5) controls the 
shape of the uniaxial tensile softening branch and h is a length parameter assumed equal to the 
width of the fracture process zone (B ažant and Oh, 1983).  
 
2.4. Rough crack contact 
V arious studies of micrographs of fractured concrete specimens at micro and meso levels show 
that cracks in cementitious materials have rough opposing surfaces (Zampini et al., 1995; Issa et al, 
2003; Nichols and L ange, 2006) and these can come into contact not only when the crack closes but 
also under combinations of shear and opening displacements. Therefore a model that takes into 
account the tortuous nature of crack surfaces is likely to give more realistic predictions. The rough 
contact crack-plane model (Jefferson 2002, M ihai and Jefferson, 2013), written in stress – relative 
displacement terms, considers crack-plane strains as folows: 
L  L 
T T
rr rs rP r s P
1
u u u
O
e e e =         (20) 
It is assumed that in each direction the local stress that is transferred across a crack-plane has an 
undamaged and a damaged component respectively, as ilustrated in Figure 3. The undamaged 
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component represents the average stresses on intact material whereas the damaged component 
describes the recovered stress on damaged material that regains contact.  
I I u I c
(1 ( , )) ( , )R y  R y = - σ σ σ         (21) 
in which: 
1
Iu I I
:
-
=σ F ε           (22) 
and the stress recovered when the cracks regain contact, σ Ic is proportional to a so caled 
embedment strain g (Figure 4) – which in turn depends on the state of contact –  as folows: 
1
Ic I
( ) :
I
H
-
=σ ε F g          (23) 
Equation (21) is equivalent to the first two terms in Equation (2) for which Ou = 1 – ω and Od =ω. 
The embedment strain g is obtained b y the folowing transformation of the local strain: 
( , ) :
g I I
m=g Φ ε ε           (24) 
where Φ (mg,ε I) is a contact matrix that depends upon the contact state. Three contact states are 
considered in the model; open, interlock or closed (Figure 4). The contact regions are delimited by 
two contact surfaces – the interlock surface (
inP
0f = ) and the closed surface ( 0
cl
f = ) given below:  
2 2
inP I
2 2
cl I
( , ) 0
( , ) 0
g g Irr Irs IrP
g Irr g Irs IrP
m m
m m
f e e e
f e e e
= -  =
=   =
ε
ε
       (25) 
in which mg is the slope of the interlock surface and represents, in a physical sense, the slope of the 
asperity, thus being a measure of the crack surface roughness. The mathematical description of the 
contact model is given in Table 1. 
 
Figure 3. Rough crack contact ilustration 
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Figure 4. C ontact surfaces and contact states 
 
Tab le 1.  C ontact formulation 
Region 
C ontact 
state 
C ontact matrix ( =Φ ) 
inP I
( , ) 0
g
mf Wε
 
Open 
2s
0  
inP I
( , ) 0
g
mf ε
&
cl I
( , ) 0
g
mf >ε
 
Interlock 
T
2
inP inP inP
2 2
I Ig I
1
1 m
f f f
 
     
   
      
 
ε ε ε
 
cl I
( , ) 0
g
mf Tε
 
C losed 
2s
H  
 
H (ε I) in Equation (23) is a contact reduction function that accounts for the reducing potential 
for shear contact b etween opposing rough crack surfaces as the crack opening increasesB The 
contact reduction function, derived from geometrical considerations in M ihai and Jefferson (2011,  
2013), decreases from 1 to 0 and is given by: 
 
11
-
3
I
( ) = 
I Pi
g
H e
e e
e
-
ε           (26) 
C losed 
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mg 
1 
ε Irr 
C losed surface 
 
Interlock 
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where ε g =  OP C O is the relative asperity height, in which OP is the height of the asperities  
A s in previous work, the roughness of the crack surface is assumed to be variable, i.e. the 
asperities on the crack surfaces have various relative heights (ε g) and slopes (mg) (M ihai and 
Jefferson, 2011; M ihai and Jefferson, 2013). The roughness variation can be introduced through a 
probability density function pc (ε g, mg) and the stress recovered through contact has the folowing 
expression: 
1
Ic I I I I
( , ) ( , ) ( , )d d :
g g
c g g g g g g
m
p m H m m
e
e e e
-
 
 
= 
 
 
σ F ε Φ ε ε     (27) 
A  discrete probability distribution was employed in the current work, ful details of which are 
provided in Section 3.1.  
Taking into account Equations (22-24) and Equation (27), Equation (21) becomes: 
( )
 
1 2
I I I g I I
( , ) 1 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )d d :
g g
s
c g g g g g
m
p m H m m
e
y  R y  R y  e e e
-
 
 
=  -  
 
 
 σ F H ε Φ ε ε
        (28) 
To include the rough contact into the model 
I
( , )
( , )
1 ( , )
M
R y 
y 
R y 
=
-
F F  in Equation (12) is replaced 
with the added compliance F cα , ob tained by inverting Equation (28) and removing the elastic 
compliance, which gives: 
( )
 
1
2 2
I I I
( , ) 1 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )d d :
g g
s s
c c g g g g g g
m
p m H m m
M
e
y  R y  R y  e e e
-
 
 
 
 
= -   -
 
 
 
 
 
 
F H ε Φ ε H F  (29) 
 
2.5. Local constitutive relationship. Influence of fibres 
The influence of randomly distributed short fibres on the mechanical behaviour of FRC  is now 
addressed. The incorporation of short fibres into cement-based composites leads to an 
improvement of their mechanical properties.  
The underlying mechanism that causes this improved behaviour is fibre debonding and pul-out. 
W hen a crack opens the fibres crossing the crack-plane begin to debond from the concrete matrix 
and are subsequently puled out (i.e. the fibres slide relative to the concrete matrix). Throughout 
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this process, the fibres apply closure tractions on the crack faces. V ia these crack-bridging 
mechanisms, the fibres continue to transfer stresses between the two crack faces until they are 
completely puled out.  
The effect of fibres under uncracked conditions is taken into account on the elastic modulus 
according to the law of mixtures, with the fibre component being derived from a three-dimensional 
random fibre network as presented in Garg et al. (1973): 
(1 )
6 6
=  -
f f f
F RF
E V V
E E         (30) 
in which EFRF is the Young’s moduli of the undamaged FRC , E f is the Young’s moduli of fibres, a, 
E  is the elastic modulus consistent with the homogenised elasticity tensor G  in Equation (3) and 
Vf is the volume fraction of the fibres. It is noted that the addition of fibres in relatively limited 
amounts, as is the case for conventional FRC , has a second order effect on the effective elastic 
properties. 
The bridging influence of fibres is taken into account through the third term in the local or crack-
plane constitutive relation, σLf, given in a general form in Equation (2). Since the bridging effect of 
fibres becomes significant only after crack formation, the stress transferred across the crack through 
the debonding and pul-out of fibres is multiplied by the proportion of damaged material on the 
crack-plane under consideration, hd. This concept is ilustrated in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. C rack-plane model with rough contact and fib re-b ridging 
 
It was found convenient to write the stress transferred via the fibres in the folowing form: 
 
B ridged crack 
 
U ndamaged 
 
A ctive fib re 
 
Inactive fib re 
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( )If If I1 ( , ) :fR y = -σ G ε         (31) 
where ωf is a fibre effective damage parameter that characterises the crack-bridging state of 
fibres and varies from 0, for a state b efore any fibre pul-out occurs, to 1, for a case in which al 
fibres are completely puled out from the matrix.  
GIf is a local elastic stiffness given by the interface bond of the fibres crossing the crack-plane, 
before the start of pul-out, assuming a linear debonding behaviour. It is also assumed that the 
bending stiffness or the dowel action of the fibres is negligible and that the fibres deform in 
accordance with the resultant crack opening (Figure 6). This is true particularly for fibres with a smal 
diameter, high aspect ratio and a relatively reduced elastic modulus such as some polyethylene and 
polypropylene fibres. H owever, for the case of steel fibres the model wil slightly undersestimate 
the shear force transferred across a micro crack and therefore, in this sense, the assumption is 
considered mildly conservative.  
Taking this into account, GIf is isotropic and takes the folowing form: 
GIf = Edf ∙ H
2s
          (32) 
where Edf  is an effective elastic modulus that wil be determined in due course. 
 
 
Figure 6. Negligib le dowel action of fib res  
 
The evolution of the fibre effective damage parameter ωf is obtained from the folowing 1-D 
relation: 
(1 )
f df f cN
ER z s- =          (33) 
R 
1E 
 
in which ζf is a resultant crack opening parameter that takes into account the normal and shear 
components of the crack-plane strain tensor and is governed by the effective fibre damage function 
given in Equation (34) and the loading/unloading conditions given in Equations (35 a,b,c): 
( )( )
2 2 2
1
( , ) 4
2
f I f Irr Irr Irs IrP f
F
z
z e e e e z=    -ε      (34) 
0; 0; 0
ζf f ζf f
F Fz zT W =
 
       (35 a,b ,c) 
σ cN in Equation (33) is the stress that is transferred between two opposing faces of a fuly formed 
crack sub jected to normal opening displacements, through the pul-out action of the fibres that 
cross the crack. In general, the crack-bridging stress depends upon the density of fibres crossing the 
crack, the geometry of fibres (i.e. length If, diameter df and shape), the fibre material properties (in 
particular tensile strength, fPf and Young’s modulus, E f), the orientation of the fibres relative to the 
crack-plane, the embedment lengths either side of the crack-plane and the nature of the bond 
between the fibres and the cementitious matrix. The crack-bridging stress can be determined by 
integrating the individual contributions from those fibres that cross the crack-plane (L i et al., 1991). 
For fibre reinforced concrete, in which the fibres are randomly distributed and oriented, a general 
expression for the crack-bridging stress in relative displacements terms can be written as: 
cN
( ) ( , , , ) ( ) ( )d d
f
f
z
cp
N
R P z, R p p z z
A 
s   =   Θ N       (36) 
where Nf is the number of fibres crossing the crack-plane of area Acp, and depends upon the 
volume fraction of fibres in the composite (Vf) and their cross-sectional area. R is the normal 
opening displacement, Pf is the pul-out force carried by a single fibre, φ is the orientation angle of 
the fibre relative to the crack-plane, z is the distance between the centroid of the fibre and the 
crack-plane. Θ  represents the set of properties related to the material and geometry of fibres, 
including the shape of fibres - e.g. straight, crimped, with hooked ends etc - and N represents the 
set of fibre-matrix bond properties. p(φ) and p(z) denote probability density functions of the fibre 
orientation angle and centroidal distance to the crack-plane respectively. Noting that the volume 
fraction of fibres is 
f cp
f
f
V A
N
A
= , Equation (36) becomes: 
cN 2
( ) ( , , , ) ( ) ( )d d
f
f
z
f
4V
R P z, R p p z z
d 
s   
p
=   Θ N      (37) 
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Experiments show that the single fibre pul-out force increases for increasing fibre inclination 
angle φ, a phenomenon caled ‘snubbing effect’. A ccording to Li et al. (1990), the force required to 
pul out a fibre with an inclination angle φ is: 
s
( )
f
f f0
P e P

 =           (38) 
where Pf0 = Pf (φ=0), φ is expressed in radians and fs is a snubbing coefficient that depends upon 
the type of fibres and the strength of matrix.  
The pul-out behaviour of a single fibre can be measured experimentaly and the pul-out force – 
displacement curve used directly in Equation (37). Several fibre pul-out models have been 
proposed, that employ mechanics (e.g. Li et al., 1991; L i, 1992; Naaman et al., 1991a,b; Lin and L i, 
1997) or fracture mechanics theories (e.g. Stang et al., 1990). The mechanics-based model proposed 
by L in and L i (1997) was adopted here. The pul-out model uses a linear slip-hardening constitutive 
relation (Equation 39) between the fibre-matrix interface shear stress (τ) and the interface slip (S) 
in deriving the pul-out force of a single, straight fibre aligned with the force. 
0
(1 C )
f
S dP P N=            (39) 
in which τ0 is the frictional sliding shear stress at the tip of the debonding zone before any slip takes 
place and β is a nondimensional hardening parameter. The two fibre-matrix interface parameters, 
τ0 and β can be obtained from an experimental single fibre pul-out P-δ  curve, as detailed in L in and 
Li (1997).  
A ssuming that the disposition of fibres is completely random within the matrix (i.e. p(φ) = sin (φ) 
Mnd p(z) = 2CIf ) and that only the shorter of the two fibre ends either side of the crack-plane 
debonds and puls out without breaking, L in and Li (1997) obtained the folowing analytical solution 
for the crack-bridging stress in terms of a normalized crack opening parameter (RA ): 
2
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2 1
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in which: 
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R
I
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0 0
0BD (1 )s P O= 
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R k  and gs is a snubbing factor, given by 
Equation (41), which in turn depends upon a snubbing coefficient fs: 
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s
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s
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g e
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= 

         (41) 
Equation describes the crack-bridging behaviour of fibres crossing a crack-plane as they debond 
(0 dfR RT T
A A ) and are subsequently puled out ( 1dfR R T
A A ) from the cementitious matrix. In this work 
it is assumed that the debonding phase is linear elastic and the pul-out phase is governed by the 
solution obtained by L in and L i (1997). Therefore, the folowing apply to Equation (32): 
20
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where 
df
df
R
O
e = and 
f
C 2
pf
I
O
e =  
For the modest fibre volume considered here (Vf ≤ 2%), uniaxial tensile experiments on FRC  
specimens suggest that strains localise soon after the peak stress is reached (Gopalaratnam and 
Shah, 1987; Li et al., 1998). The strains localise into a region with a size similar to that of the 
maximum size of coarse aggregate particles (dMgg). Therefore for the present purposes it is assumed 
that the width of the fracture process zone is O = 2∙dMgg. It is acknowledged that FRC  with higher 
volume fractions exhibit strain hardening, rather than softening behaviour, for which microcracks 
are distributed and strain localisation is delayed (Naaman, 2011).  
It is noted that other pul-out models can be employed in Equation (37) as wel as different 
probability density functions. Indeed, if information on the distribution and orientation of fibres 
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exists, it can be readily taken into account in the general expression of the crack-bridging stress and 
if an analytical solution cannot be obtained, the double integral can be determined numericaly.  
The influence of fibres is taken into account in the local or crack-plane stress – strain expression 
assuming that the fibre contribution develops after crack initiation. In the case of fibre reinforced 
concrete Equation (28) becomes:  
( )
 
1 1
I I I I I fl I
1 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )d d (1 ) :
g g
c g g g g g g f
m
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e
R R e e e R R
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 
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 
 
σ F F ε Φ ε G ε  (44) 
in which the dependencies of ω and ωf are dropped for clarity. The final stress-strain model can 
therefore b e written as folows: 
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(46) 
The spherical integration in Equation (45) is evaluated numericaly by employing M cL aren’s 
integration rule with 50 sample directions (Stroud, 1971). The sensitivity of the model with respect 
to the integration rule is shown in Section 3.6 
 
3. Numerical simulations 
The capability of the proposed model to capture the characteristic response in tension and 
compression of fibre reinforced composites is evaluated in a series of numerical simulations.  
Example 1 presents simulations of the uniaxial tension tests of Li et al. (1998) of plain and fibre 
reinforced concrete specimens with different types of fibres and various fibre contents. 
In Example 2 numerical predictions of the uniaxial compression experimental results of C achim 
et al. (2002) are presented.  
Example 3 presents a comparison of experimental and numerical biaxial compression strength 
envelopes. 
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3.1. M odel parameters 
A  summary of the model parameters and how they relate to the mechanistic components of the 
model presented in Sections 2.2-2.6 is provided here along with some recommended values. Four 
categories can be distinguished as folows: 
a) Elastic material properties related to the two-phase composite solution (Section 2.2); the 
Young’s modulus and P oisson’s ratio of the mortar matrix (Em, νm), the Young’s modulus and 
P oisson’s ratio of the coarse aggregate particles (EΩ, νΩ) and the volume fractions of the mortar and 
inclusion phase respectively (fm and fΩ ). V alues for the moduli of elasticity can vary considerably and 
typical ranges for mortar are 20-32GP a (Yang, 1998). If not reported in the experimental data, they 
can be chosen such that the elastic modulus of two-phase composite matches the initial slope of 
the stress-strain curves in uniaxial tension and/or compression. P oisson’s ratio for mortar and for 
the aggregate particles is typicaly around 0.2 (Yurtdas, 2004). In this work the folowing values were 
used throughout:  νm = 0B1E and νΩ  = 0B21. The volume fractions of the mortar and inclusion phase, 
fm and fΩ , can be determined from the mix proportions. If no or insufficient information is available 
to determine them, the recommended default values are fm = fΩ  = 0BD. U nless stated otherwise, the 
default values are employed in the numerical simulations presented here. 
b) Fracture properties related to the crack initiation criterion and damage evolution (Section 2.4); 
these are: the tensile strength of the coarse aggregate–mortar matrix interface (fPi) the crack 
opening at the effective end of the softening curve (u0), parameter c1 that controls the shape of the 
uniaxial tensile softening branch and the characteristic length (O). c1 is  equal to 5, unless stated 
otherwise, and h was fixed at 2∙dMgg where dMgg is the maximum size of the coarse aggregate 
particles. For the uniaxial tension case in Example 1 the experimental strains were computed using 
the   physical gauge length. 
c) C ontact parameters associated with the rough crack contact model (Section 2.5), i.e. the slope 
of the interlock surface (mg), the opening strain at which shear contact is lost (ε g) and the probability 
distributions pc(ε g, mg). These parameters provide a geometrical characterization of the crack 
surface roughness, mg representing the slope of the surface asperities and ε g the asperity height in 
strain terms (M ihai and Jefferson, 2013). Statistical distributions of slopes and heights of surface 
asperities can be determined from crack surface profiles and such attempts have been made b y 
B oussa et al. (2001) and L ee et al. (2001). In this work a simple discrete distribution, given in Table 
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2, has been employed for al numerical simulations and the double integral in Equation (46) becomes 
a simple summation as folows: 
( )
1
1 2s
Mdd I I I fl I
1 ( , ) ( , ) (1 )
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p H ε mR R R R
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in which pci is the proportion, or the probability of the occurrence, of a certain type of asperity. It is 
considered that 1
ci
i
p   to account for the fact that the crack surface also contains very fine 
asperities that may not regain direct contact due to misalignments and loose material becoming 
lodged between opposing crack faces.  
Tab le 2. Rough contact parameters 
mg ε g pc 
3 25ε Pi 0.5 
0.25 ε 0 0.23 
0.8 ε 0 0.17 
d) Fibre related parameters (Section 2.6); length and diameter of fibres (If and df), volume 
fraction of fibres (Vf), fibre-matrix interfacial properties (τ0 and β) and the snubbing coefficient fsB 
The geometrical properties and the content of fibres are material specifications rather than 
categorical model parameters and are readily obtained from the mix design specifications. τ0 and β 
are parameters introduced in the pul-out model of Lin and Li (1997) and govern the assumed linear 
hardening behaviour of the fibre-matrix interface. Lin and Li (1997) provided direction on how these 
can be determined from single fibre pul-out tests. H owever, since data from pul-out tests are not 
provided in the experimental work used in the folowing sections to validate the model, the two 
fibre-matrix interface parameters were considered phenomenological.  
A  value of the snubbing coefficient of fs = 0.75 was adopted for al numerical examples presented 
here, as recommended by Li et al. (1993) for steel fibres. It is noted that for nylon and polypropylene 
fibres in a normal mortar matrix values for the snubbing coefficient are reported to range between 
0.5 and 1 (L i et al., 1990) whereas for steel fibres in a high strength matrix fs can be as high as 1.6 
(Lee et. al., 2010). 
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The probability density functions for the orientation and distribution of fibres relative to the 
crack-plane, p(φ) and p(z) in Equation (37), can also be regarded as model parameters. U niform 
random distributions were considered for al examples presented in this work. 
It can be noted that nearly al model parameters have a physical meaning and can be measured 
directly. Furthermore, their input values are kept constant for each set of simulations presented 
here with the exception of instances in which certain material constituents varied in the 
experimental tests e.g. fibre content, fibre geometry, mix design. 
 
3.2. Example 1. U niaxial tension tests of Li et al. (1998). 
In this example, comparisons with data from uniaxial tension tests conducted by Li et al. (1998) 
on plain and steel fibre reinforced concrete specimens are presented. Li et al. (1998) carried out 
uniaxial tensile tests on plain and fibre reinforced concrete specimens with overal dimensions 
350x100x20 mm, using linear variable displacement transducers (L V DTs) with a gauge length of 120 
mm to measure the deformations. Two sets of experiments, employing two different types of steel 
fibres, were considered for comparison:  
- straight H arex fibres with an arc cross-section (Set I) 
- hooked-end Dramix fibres with a circular cross section (Set II). 
For each set, uniaxial tensile responses were predicted for composites with fibre volume fractions 
of Vf = 0, 2, 3 and 6%. 
The material properties employed that relate to the plain concrete are given in Table 3a and 
those related to the fibre-bridging component are presented in Table 3b. L i et al. (1998) reported 
that the concrete mix proportions were modified as the fibre content was increased in order to 
achieve sufficient workability. W ater/cement ratio and cement dosage were kept constant for al 
mixes but the proportions of coarse aggregate decreased with increasing fibre content, with the 
result was that the initial stiffness decreased; mix A  having the highest Young’s modulus and mix C  
the lowest. The decreasing proportion of coarse aggregate particles, fΩ , was taken into account in 
the model according to Table 3a and the values for Em and EΩ  were chosen so that the Young’s 
modulus of the plain cementitious composite would match the initial experimental stiffness. The 
only parameters that differ slightly between the two simulation sets are the fibre-matrix interface 
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properties, τ0 and βB A  higher value of τ0 is used for numerical simulations in Set 1 compared to the 
value used for Set II as a means to account for the anchorage effect of the hooked Dramix fibres.  
The numerical results compared with the experimental data are presented in Figure 7 for tests 
on specimens using Dramix fibres and in Figure 8 for H arex fibre specimens. A  good correlation can 
be ob served between the numerical predictions and the experimental results from a broad range 
of tests, involving different types of fibres and a wide range of fibre volume fractions. Li et al. (1998) 
provided a single experimental curve for each type of specimen however, it is noted that significant 
scatter of the experimental results has been reported in other tests on fibre reinforced composites 
(e.g. P armentier et al., 2008). Taking this observation into account, and noting that al parameters - 
with the exception of τ0 and fΩ  explained above - were kept constant throughout, a good degree of 
accuracy of the numerical predictions is observed. Therefore it can be concluded that the proposed 
model, combining the components detailed in Sections 2.2-2.6, is able to capture the characteristic 
behaviour of fibre reinforced cementitious composites in tension: the considerable increase in 
ductility and marginal increase in strength with increasing fibre content. M oreover, the model is 
able to simulate strain-hardening behaviour which is generaly observed when higher volume 
fractions of fibres are used. W hen the material exhibits overal strain-hardening behaviour it may 
be expected that the microcracking zone widens, in contrast to the softening behaviour situation in 
which microcracks tend to coalesce in a narrow band and form a macro-crack (Naaman, 2008; 
Radtke et al., 2010). 
 
Tab le 3a. Example 1. M aterial properties relating to plain concrete 
Mix Vf (%) Em (MPM) EΩ  (MPM) νm νΩ  fΩ  fPi (MPM) u0 (mm) O (mm) c1 
A  2 
25000 60000 0.19 0.21 
0.5 
1.5 0.125 120 10 
B  3 0.25 
C  6 0.12 
 
Tab le 3b . Example 1. M aterial properties relating to fib re-b ridging 
SePCFiNre Type I f (mm) df (mm) E f (MPM) τ0 (MPM) βf fs 
Set I - Dramix 30 0.5 
200000 
0.8 0.1 
0.75 
Set II - H arex 32 0.8 0.6 0.08 
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Figure 7. Numerical predictions of uniaxial tensile tests of Li et al. (1998) - Dramix fib res 
 
Figure 8. Numerical predictions of uniaxial tensile tests of Li et al. (1998) - H arex fib res 
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The constitutive model described in Section 2 captures the characteristic overal b ehaviour by 
employing mechanics based sub-models that simulate the key mechanisms that control the 
behaviour on crack-planes and sub sequently integrating this crack-plane response from al 
directions. The model can also provide information regarding the degree of microcracking in each 
direction for different relative loading points. Such microcracking surface plots are presented in 
Figure 9 for the single-point simulation of the uniaxial tension test on FRC  with 2% Dramix fibres at 
three different loading stages. The microcracking or damage surfaces are plotted in polar 
coordinates (ψ,ω), where ψ is the crack-plane orientation angle relative to the loading direction, 
defined in Figure 2 and ω is the directional damage parameter representing the degree of micro-
cracking in each direction. These plots show the distrib ution of damage in each direction and its 
expansion as the applied strains increase. It can b e seen that at post-peak stages b  and c the 
concrete matrix is almost completely damaged and it is via the crack bridging action of fibres that 
the FRC  material is able to sustain a significant level of load with increasing deformation. 
 
Figure 9. Damage surfaces – numerical simulation of the uniaxial tensile test on FRC  2% Dramix (Li et al., 1998) 
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3.3. Example 2. U niaxial compression tests of C achim et al. (2002) 
In this example a comparison is presented between numerical simulations and experimental 
results from uniaxial compression tests conducted by C achim et al. (2002) on 150x300mm (diameter 
x height) cylindrical plain and fibre reinforced concrete specimens. Two different series of fibre 
reinforced composites with identical concrete composition and volume fractions of fibres but 
different fibre types were used to form the specimens. The maximum size of the coarse aggregate 
particles was 15mm. 0.57% by volume of hooked-end steel fibres with overal dimensions of df = 
0.5mm, L f = 30mm for Series I and df = 0.8mm, L f = 60mm for Series II were used respectively. P lain 
concrete specimens were also cast and tested in each Series. The ages of the Series I specimens 
were b etween 30 and 60 days whereas those of the Series II specimens were between 18-20 
months. Therefore, despite the identical design mix, the concrete properties in each Series at the 
time of testing were different from each other; specimens in Series II had higher strength and elastic 
modulus than the specimens in Series I. This is reflected in numerical simulations by adopting higher 
values for fPi and Em in Series II than in Series I (Table 4a). 
A  summary of material properties for concrete and for fibres are given in Table 4a and 4b  
respectively. Numerical predictions for uniaxial compression compared with experimental data are 
presented in Figure 10 for Series I and Figure 11 for Series II. C achim et al. (2002) presented between 
4 and 6 experimental stress-strain curves for each type of specimens. For clarity, only the lower and 
upper experimental curves for each case are shown here. Furthermore, the damage surfaces at 
three different stages are shown in Figure 12 for the FRC  uniaxial compression prediction of Series 
I test. This plot shows how damage increases both in terms of the magnitude of the damage 
parameter in any one given direction and the size of the angular band encompassing damaged 
directions    
 
Tab le 4a. Example 2. M aterial properties relating to plain concrete 
Series Em (MPM) EΩ  (MPM) νm νΩ  fPi (MPM) u0 (mm) dMgg 
I 17000 
44000 0B1E 0B21 
1BD 
0B43 1D 
II 32000 2 
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Tab le 4b . Example 2. M aterial properties relating to fib re-b ridging 
Series Vf (%) I f (mm) df (mm) E f (MPM) τ0 (MPM) βf fs 
H 
0BD7 
30 0BD 
200000 1B0 0B1 0.75 
II 60 0.8 
 
 
Figure 10. Numerical predictions of uniaxial compression tests of C achim et al. Series I 
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Figure 11. Numerical predictions of uniaxial compression tests of C achim et al. S eries II 
 
 
Figure 12. Damage surfaces – numerical simulation of uniaxial compression test of C achim et al. (2002) Series I 
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For al cases the numerical predictions lie between experimental bounds and the model captures 
the slight increase in strength and an enhanced ductility of the FRC  relative to plain concrete. 
Therefore it is concluded that the proposed micromechanics model is capable of predicting the 
characteristics of the tensile as wel as compressive behaviour with the same formulation. This is in 
contrast to models folowing the more established phenomenological approach which generaly 
require separate formulations to address tensile and compressive behaviour.  
It is noted that the rough crack contact sub-model presented in Section 2.4 plays an important 
role in capturing the correct response in compression. To ilustrate this, the uniaxial compression 
response predicted by the model for the uniaxial compressive tests in Series I with and without the 
contact component are compared in Figure 13.  It can be observed that if rough contact is not taken 
into account the strength is significantly underestimated and the volumetric dilatancy is not 
captured at al.  
 
Figure 13. U niaxial compression predictions with and without contact (+ve compression) 
 
The sensitivity of the model to the rough contact parameters mg and ε g is shown in Figures 14 
and 15 respectively for numerical simulations of uniaxial compressive tests in Series I. In these 
simulations, the values used for mg and ε g were varied by ± 10% relative to the nominal values from 
Table 2. The values of mg and ε g employed for the sensitivity studies and the predicted FRC  strength 
values (fcf), as wel as those of the strain corresponding to the compressive strength (ε ccf), are given 
in Table 5. V alues of the remaining parameters are those given in Tables 4a and b. 
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P arameter mg has a moderate influence on the predicted values of strength, with a variation of 
approximately 11% between the strength values from simulation S1 and simulation S3 respectively. 
A  similar variation is noted for values of ε ccf. 
The model sensitivity to the variation of ε g is more limited; the predicted strength values vary by 
9% between S4 and S6 whereas the predicted values of ε ccf vary by 12%.  
A s noted in 3.1.c), the values of the rough crack contact parameters have been fixed to those in 
Table 2 for al numerical examples. 
Tab le 5. C ontact sensitivity study. C ontact parameters and related predictions of fcf  and ε ccf 
 mg,i ε g,i fcf (MPM) ε ccf 
S1 – 0.9 mg_MQ 2.7 0.225 0.72 
25ε Pi ε 0 ε 0 
51.2 0.0035 
S2 – 1.0mg_MQ 3 0.25 0.8 48.4 0.0033 
S3 – 1.1mg_MQ 3.3 0.275 0.88 45.7 0.0031 
S4 – 0.9 ε g_MQ 
3 0.35 0.8 
22.5ε Pi 0.9 ε 0 0.9 ε 0 46.4 0.0031 
S5 – 1.0 ε g_MQ 25ε Pi 1.0 ε 0 1.0 ε 0 48.4 0.0033 
S6 – 1.1 ε g_MQ 27.5ε Pi 1.1 ε 0 1.1 ε 0 50.6 0.0035 
 
 
Figure 14. Influence of mg contact parameter on the uniaxial compression response (+ve compression) 
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Figure 15. Influence of ε g contact parameter on the uniaxial compression response (+ve compression) 
 
3.4. Example 3. B iaxial compression test of Yin et al. (1989) 
 In this example numerical simulations of biaxial compressive behaviour of fibre reinforced 
concrete were carried out and the numerical predictions were compared with the experimental 
results of Yin et al. (1989). In the experimental study of Yin et al. (1989), plain and fibre reinforced 
concrete plates with dimensions of 152 x 152 x 38 mm were sub jected to biaxial loading with various 
principal biaxial compression stress ratios.  
A  summary of material properties for concrete and for fibres are given in Table 6a and 6b  
respectively. Numerical predictions of the biaxial failure envelope compared with the experimental 
results are presented in Figure 16. fcp denotes the uniaxial compressive strength of the plain 
concrete and σ 1 >  σ 2 >  σ 3 denote the principal stresses, with σ 2 and σ 3 corresponding to the loading 
directions. 
Tab le 6a. Example 3. M aterial properties relating to plain concrete 
Em (MPM) EΩ  (MPM) νm νΩ  fPi (MPM) u0 (mm) dMgg (mm) 
30000 44000 0B1E 0B21 1BE 0B27D EBD 
 
Tab le 6b . Example 3. M aterial properties relating to fib re-b ridging 
Vf (%) If (mm) df (mm) E f (MPM) τ0 (MPM) βf fs 
1 2D 0B42 200000 1B0 0B1 0.75 
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Figure 16. Numerical predictions of the b iaxial strength envelope for FRC  
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Figure 17. Numerical predictions of the b iaxial strength envelope for FRC  
 
The model captures the expansion of the strength envelope for FRC  relative to plain concrete 
observed in experimental tests which essentialy corresponds to an increase in strength with the 
addition of fibres. It would appear that the model overestimates strengths of FRC  when the ratio of 
the principal stresses σ 2 C σ 3 is in the range of [0.25 - 0.5] and underestimates strengths for σ 2 C σ 3   
[0.8 – 1]. H owever, past experimental studies have shown a large scatter of results from tests on 
plain concrete specimens under multiaxial stress states which have been attributed primarily to 
variations of the material properties and testing methodology (Gertsle et al., 1978). This is ilustrated 
in Figure 17 which shows experimental biaxial envelopes for plain concrete from several different 
studies (Kupfer et al., 1969; Tasuji et al., 1978; van M ier, 1986 and Yin et al., 1989) and the predicted 
biaxial envelope which is within experimental bounds. Given the considerable scatter of results 
observed in various uniaxial and bending tests (e.g. C achim et al., 2002; P armentier et al., 2008), the 
same reasoning can be readily extended to the present case of fibre reinforced cementitious 
composites subjected to biaxial stress states. P ut in this context, the numerical predictions in Figure 
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0.5] is acknowledged. The current model does not account for plastic embedment, crushing or 
frictional sliding between asperities of opposing crack surfaces. Since these mechanisms become 
increasingly important as a specimen is more constrained, the authors believe that including them 
in the rough crack contact sub-model would improve the accuracy of the overal model for biaxial 
and triaxialy confined stress/strain paths. 
 
3.5. Example 4. Numerical simulations of triaxial compression 
The performance of the model in compression under increasing levels of confinement is 
addressed here. The material parameters employed are given in Table 7 and the loading paths are 
presented in Figure 18. The model predictions of compression tests for three levels of confinement, 
0 M P a, 5 M P a and 10 M P a respectively are presented in Figure 19. The model is able to capture the 
increase of compressive strengths with increasing levels of confinement as wel as a substantial 
increase in ductility and the volumetric dilatancy characteristic of triaxial FRC  behaviour under low 
to moderate levels of confinement. 
The numerical predictions of triaxial strengths obtained for the three levels of confinement are 
compared with the experimental results obtained by Lu et al. (2006). These are shown in Figure 20 
as fcPCfc0 vs fcellCfc0; where fcP is the triaxial strength or peak xx-stress, fc0 is the uniaxial compressive 
strength and fcell is the confining pressure respectively. C omparisons with experimental data from 
Lu et al. (2006) of FRC  specimens containing hooked fibres (Vf = 1% If = 30mm, df = 0.5mm) suggests 
that the model overestimates the triaxial strengths. A s mentioned in 3.4, this is likely due to the fact 
that crushing and frictional sliding between the asperities on the crack faces are not directly 
represented in the rough contact model. Nevertheless, the variability of experimental results from 
tests on FRC  is wel documented, as is the fact that the experimental results are sensitive to the 
boundary conditions applied in tests and therefore more comprehensive experimental data would 
be needed for a more thorough qualitative comparison. 
 
Tab le 7a. Example 4. M aterial properties relating to plain concrete 
Em (MPM) EΩ  (MPM) νm νΩ  fPi (MPM) u0 (mm) dMgg (mm) 
30000 44000 0B1E 0B21 1BD 0B27D EBD 
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Tab le 7b . Example 4. M aterial properties relating to fib re-b ridging 
Vf (%) If (mm) df (mm) E f (MPM) τ0 (MPM) βf fs 
1 30 0BD 200000 1B0 0B1 0.75 
 
 
Figure 18. Triaxial simulations. Load paths 
 
 
Figure 19. Numerical predictions of triaxial b ehaviour for FRC  with 1% fib res 
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Figure 20. Numerical predictions of triaxial strengths for FRC  with 1% fib res 
 
3.6. Numerical integration. 
Several numerical integration rules were employed to evaluate the sensitivity of model 
predictions to the order of the spherical integration used in the computations, i.e. to evaluate 
Equation 45, namely the A lbrecht and C olatz 26 point rule, the Finden Sobolev and M cLaren 32 
point rule, the M cLaren 42 point rule and the M cL aren 50 point rule respectively (al referenced in 
Stroud, 1971). A  uniaxial compression test undertaken by C achim et al. (2002), previously 
considered in Section 3.3 of this paper, was used as the basis for the study. The results from 
simulations using the different integration rules are presented in Figure 21. 
The results suggest that the 26 point rule has insufficient sample directions to capture any 
degradation of stiffness whereas the 32 point rule offers a b etter estimate but it is stil incapable of 
capturing correctly the overal damage and consequently the degradation of stiffness and strength. 
In contrast it can be observed that the 42 point rule and the 50 point rule give converged results. A l 
simulations presented in this paper employed M cL aren 50 point rule (Stroud, 1971). 
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Figure 21. Numerical integration study for uniaxial compression 
 
4. C onclusions 
M icromechanical solutions can be employed to obtain average elastic properties of a composite 
based on the elastic properties of the constituent phases. These solutions are applied in a 
constitutive model for fibre-reinforced cementitious composites which is also able to simulate 
directional cracking, damage initiation in the interfacial transition zone between mortar and coarse 
aggregate particles, rough contact and the crack-bridging action of fibres.  
Numerical predictions from single-point simulations of uniaxial tensile and uniaxial and biaxial 
compression tests show that the model captures correctly key characteristics of the complex 
mechanical behaviour of fibre reinforced cement based composites, such as the increase of ductility 
and overal toughness when fibres are added to the plain concrete matrix. M oreover, a single 
formulation, combining several sub-models that describe key physical mechanisms that in turn 
govern the mechanical response, is able to capture the fundamentaly different behaviour in tension 
and compression respectively. 
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